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President's Column:- Kerry Deane-Cloutier
Spring has finally sprung, shows and events are proliferating
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NEXT MEETING
Wednesday
April 22, 2009 - 6:30

Sapperton
Pensioners' Hall
318 Keary St.,
New Westminster

he City of Coquitlam is looking for
artisans to sell their work at the
Coquitlam Canada Day celebration at
Lafarge Lake. Coquitlam is the Cultural
Capital of Canada this year, and they are
striving to do it right. The celebration will
include live entertainment on the main
stage, performances at the Evergreen
Cultural Centre and multicultural food
offering “A Taste of Coquitlam”. The
deadline for application is May 15, 2009.
For more information, ask me or the
contact person at the City, Amanda
Gleave, at agleave@coquitlam.ca
Another event worth mentioning is the
Bellevue Arts Museum show, Michael
Peterson: Evolution/Revolution. Michael
Peterson is an artist from Lopez Island.
The exhibition highlights over 30 of his
works, from his early turned vessels to his
more recent wood sculptures. The show
runs from April 9 to September 20. For
those of you that went to the museum's
Mason collection exhibition, you know
that they put on a show worth the trek
over the line. Consider a weekend of
American culture – a baseball game, see
the exhibition, and maybe buy a small
purple fan. Get more information at http:/

Forum on Form & Finish:Led by Bruce Campbell
Focus on Fundamentals:Basic Cuts - Level 1 - Spindle
Gouge and Parting Tools
Presenter - Allan Cusworth
Main Event:Polishing and Finishing
Presenter: Ken Ayers

/www.bellevuearts.org/exhibitions/current/
michael_peterson.htm
Of course, the big woodturning event of
the year is the AAW Symposium in
Albuquerque. The Symposium always
includes rotations by world-renowned
woodturners, showing the attendees how
to do what they do best. However, this
year there will also be quite a number of
rotations aimed at fulfilling the mission
of the Professional Outreach Program
(POP). These include rotations on
professionalism, marketing, what makes a
good demonstration, and strategies for a
career in creative woodturning. If you do
go to Albuquerque, make sure you take
your work for the Instant Gallery. It is
great exposure, and you never know who
will fall in love with your work. In
addition, there are several cash awards for
the pieces in the Instant Gallery. Given
the dollar, a healthy chunk of cash might
come in handy.
Finally, it is with sadness that I advise
everyone that one of our Guild members
has died. Please read the obituary of
Lorne Cawley on page three of this
newsletter, and take a moment to think
about him.

April Food Providers:Kees Hof, Graeme Hogarth, Ernie
Hooge, Terry Horne, Don Hoskins,
Sandy Hawkins, Keith Hudson, Bob
James (Madeira Park)

May Food Suppliers:Bob James (Richmond), Jim Johnson,
Steve Kent, Darryll Kettles, Al Koehn,
Ron Kredba, Jane Kublick, Randy Lane

April President’s Challenge:Texturing
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21th ANNUAL

WOODCARVING SCULPTURE & TURNING
SHOW AND COMPETITION

AG - REC BUILDING
32470 HAIDA DRIVE
ABBOTSFORD, B.C.
Open to the Public 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Admission $2 Donation. Children under 12 free.

For more information call Dan Causton ~ (604) 556-7655
Email registration ~ sorenson@shaw.ca
or write to

Central Fraser Valley Woodcarvers
P.O. Box 8000 - 408
Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 6H1
Entry forms available at: http://www.centralfraservalleywoodcarvers.com

REGISTRATION AT THE DOOR: $5.00 per carving (maximum of $20.00 per carver)
Friday May 8, between 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. or May 9, between 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
PRE-REGISTRATION : $4.00 per carving, ( to a maximum of $16.00 per carver)
All pre-registration forms must be mailed in and payment received before April 30, 2009.

BEST OF EXPERT ~ $100
BEST OF ADVANCED ~ $100
BEST OF INTERMEDIATE ~ $100
BEST OF NOVICE ~ $100

Division S: Woodturning
811 Functional
812 Decorative
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OBITUARY

The Passing of a Friend
by Gerry Vickers
Lorne was born in Edmonton, Alberta. He was
married to Mary and they raised three children;
Sharon, Ken and Gail.
Lorne had a heart attack and was hospitalized in
Powell River while visiting his son, Ken. He
developed pneumonia and was transferred to Maple
Ridge hospital where he was diagnosed with
Pulmonary Fibrosis and passed away when the
pneumonia returned.
Who was this man? What was he like?
Well, I got to meet him at church one Sunday
morning and from there we became best of friends.
Lorne loved his church and his family. He had many
friends which was obvious as the church was full to
celebrate his life. Lorne loved to work with his
hands helping with repairs at the Church, and
helping children. He was a volunteer for handicap
horseback riding, and handicap curling, as well as
a judge for horseback riding. He loved to go fishing
with his granddaughter on the North Shore.
Lorne and I spent many happy times in my shop
cutting out projects for the kids to build at the
church fair. From that endeavour we teamed up
with and Lance Rossington to make bat houses
with a class of grade five students. There was
always lots of laughter and fun as each project was
completed.
Lorne was an avid walker. He belonged to a walking
club and walked three times a week. He also liked

Lorne Ralph Cawley
August 04, 1928
March 23, 2009

meeting with his Tim Horton’s buddies every
afternoon.
Lorne got hooked on woodturning when we
introduced him to our club. He attended every
GVWG Turning 101 Session until he got sick. I
could always count on him to come out and help
lug the lathes around, make coffee, or do whatever
needed to be done to get the room ready. He
completed every project and went on to make
others. Some of his bowls and pens went into silent
auctions to benefit one of his many passions. His
son Ken completed an urn that Lorne started which
was put on display as a collaborative piece at
Lorne's memorial service.
At our monthly GVWG meetings Lorne would help
wherever he could. He would work tirelessly to help
anybody who needed it.
Lorne and I also joined the Fraser Valley
Woodturners Guild where he would also help
wherever he could.
Lorne was a very positive inspiration to all of us
who knew him. He was always ready for a laugh or
to tell a story. He loved life and a good joke. He
was joking right up until the day he passed away.
On behalf of the family, thank you for your kind
emails and all the wonderful cards you sent.

Frugal Way To Pack Pieces For Shipment
by Allan Cusworth
I have been fortunate to have sold some of my
pieces to customers who required that the pieces
be shipped. I chose Express Post over Parcel Post
even though the price is somewhat higher
because I feel the transit time is much shorter
and that leaves the Canada Post folks less time to
play baseball with the shipment.
To make sure my pieces arrive in tact I want
some special packing materials besides the
traditional foam peanuts, or bubble wrap; and
beside, I’m frugal some say “cheap”. While in the
supermarket I noticed the foam wrappers around

those tender oriental pears on the fruit counter. I
asked if I could have some that had been left by
previous shoppers and used them to wrap my
goblets. After putting the wrapped pieces in a
suitably sized cardboard box, and stuffing a few
extra wrappers in to stop them from bouncing
around, I taped it up and took it to the post office.
I have not had a damaged piece, yet. There’s
always a chance!
So, if you want to pack your pieces without
spending a lot of money on packing materials;
visit your local supermarket and ask for some
foam pear wrappers.
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MARCH MEETING - DAVID WAGNER

Texturing Tools And Ideas Demonstrated
by Allan Cusworth
David described and demonstrated
commercially available texturing tools.

many

The first group of tools David demonstrated
included:
Chatter Tool - for use on end grain only.
Works best on dense hard woods and creates
interesting patterns based on the way the tool
touches the wood and the turning speed of the
lathe.
Sorby Texturing Tool - has a steep learning
curve but when mastered is a very versatile tool for
creating spirals, and many other texture patterns.
Beading Tool - is used for creating beads on
side or end grain work.
Reciprocating Carver - is used to carve
designs and patterns in both end grain and side
grain. It can be used on soft or hard woods. This
tool runs at a very high speed.
Rotary Tool (Dremel type) - is used for free
hand design creation and can also be used with a
jig.
Angle Grinder (Proxon or Arbortech type) is used with various cutters at various lathe speeds
giving different texture patterns. This tool is very
aggressive and should be used with caution.
Propane Torch - can be used to burn off
some of the different grain surfaces, or the top
surfaces of other textured areas.
Sandblasting - is a process where a rough
surface is created by sandblasting away the soft
(summer) effectively exposing the hard (winter)
grain patterns.
Air Impact Chisels - can be used to create a
dimpled surface.
After discussing all of these options for texturing
surfaces, David asked the guild members for their
examples and experiences with other devices and

Considerable interest shown in the
process of texturing the surfaces
of turned pieces.

David Wagner at work with chatter tool

practices to create
examples are:

different

surface.

Some

Pyrography is a process where wood burning
tools are used to create pictures and/or patterns.
A wire wheel brush will create a distinctive
surface when light treatment with a good quality
brass wheel is applied to it.
A hacksaw blade held against the wood was
also suggested.
A router can be used to create flutes in a
spindle.
A guitar string can be held against a
spinning piece to create burned in rings.
A knurler will create a unique pattern. These
are particularly useful for creating acorn style
boxes.
As is shown here, considerable interest in the
process of texturing the surfaces of turned pieces
was shown by all members present. We all
appreciate the preparation and effort that David
put into his demonstration. I’m sure he generated a
lot of ideas for us all to take home to our
workshops and play with. So much so that Kerry
has acclaimed Texturing as the President’s
Challenge subject for the April meeting.
Thanks, David
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MARCH MEETING - LARRY WHITE

Mohawk Finishes & How To Apply Them
by Allan Cusworth
Many thanks go out to Larry White, who filled in
for Vijay Narayan of Mohawk Finishing Products,
when he was called away at the last minute.
Larry offered many solutions to problems that
wood surfaces can present when trying to apply a
suitable finish. He said that the main secret is
“preparation” of the surface. He suggested that
Lacquer Thinner is the best material to clean wood.
Beware of silicones; they can cause bubbles and
fish eyes”. Also, he advised against using paint
thinner since the chemicals stay in the wood and
prevent any finish from sticking.
The surfaces should be sanding to the appropriate
grit size for the finish being applied; 220 grit for
stain or lacquer, and 320 grit for oils.
If the surface is to be stained, Larry suggested that
the wood be sealed first to get an even penetration.
Different formulae should be used for different
wood types.
When applying sealers and finishes he suggested
using 0000 steel wool. Do not use steel wool on
bare wood as pieces will embed in the pores of the
wood and will rust if using a water based finish.

Safety Is Imperative
A carbon double filtered mask for
organic vapours, as well as the
appropriate nitrile or PVC gloves
should be worn when using these
chemicals in a well ventilated area
There are different ways to colour wood. Dye is
absorbed by the wood and is permanent. Stain is a
colorant in a carrier like xylene, or oil. It penetrates
the wood but does not protect it. Pigment is a
colour that stays on top of the surface of the wood.

Larry White talks about the woodworkers triangle PJ White, Lee Valley and Mohawk Finishing

Other finishes that Larry discussed are:
Padding lacquer, which dries quickly, is shellac
and methyl hydrate. Many thin coats can be
applied. Lacquer is not very durable; its use should
take this into consideration.
Beeswax is good product for food use items,
however, he prefers Tung Oil. Tung Oil dries in 4 8 hours. He likes to apply 2 coats and let it dry for
8 hours, buff lightly with 0000 steel wool, and
apply again.
Linseed Oil tends to darken with age.
He advised that natural oils have a tendency to
go rancid and should generally be avoided.
Nitro-cellulose lacquer has a 1 year shelf life.
Pre-catalyzed lacquers have a 6 months to 1
year shelf life.
Post-catalyzed lacquer should not be used.
Poly-Urethanes produce a shiny finish and are
specifically good for outdoor applications.
Larry’s presentation was extremely informative and
may have been a real eye-opener to some.

Larry's steps to a good finish are:- Seal it; Stain it; Finish it.
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SHOWER CURTAIN CURE

Contain Flying Shavings in the Shop
by Allan Cusworth
Some of us turners have a problem keeping the
shavings from flying all over the workshop when
we’re hogging off wood at the lathe. I needed to
find a way to contain them in a smaller area around
the lathe.
I read an article that was written by Kip Stratten
from Otego, N.Y. on the Wood Magazine web site
where he described how he hung a set of shower
curtains from the ceiling joists around his lathe. He
screwed J hooks into the bottom of the joists to
hold the curtain rods and “voila” an instant tent
around his lathe. Some of our GVWG members
have done this and the system works great.
But what if you want to hang the tent right close to
the ceiling to contain the dust too? My workshop is
in the basement and I want to control some of the
dust as well as the shavings.
Here’s what I did. I got some rare earth magnets

and the matching steel cups from Lee Valley Tools.
I fastened the steel cup to the ceiling joists 12”
apart through the Gyproc along the lines where I
wanted the curtain to go. Next, I cut two sheets of
ten mil Poly the necessary size to allow a 2” flap at
the top and a 4” gap along the bottom. Since my
dust collector would be drawing air out of the
enclosure, that gap would allow air in. I ran a strip
of 2” wide green masking tape around all the
edges, except the bottom, for reinforcement and to
prevent the poly from stretching.
The final step was to attach the sheets to the steel
cups on the ceiling with the rare earth magnets. I
left an area overlapping to make door opening
between the two.
This tent has been left in place in my workshop for
three years and the poly has not torn, or stretched.
I only take it down if I’m moving machinery
around. It works extremely well and I know that my
wife appreciates the reduced dust level in the
house.

Slide Mechanism is 'Crude But Effective'
Follow-up to Tomas Skrinskas’
Dressing Grinding Wheels
by David Broomhead

scrapers.
A safety tip I remember from the Tacoma AAW
symposium was to always wear a dust mask when
sharpening! It’s not good to inhale the normally
invisible floating clouds of abrasive particles.

I started out with the Sabre sharpening system
which is still available from KMS for about $50. In
my opinion it is now obsolete except for the
diamond tip. I could never get it to slide smoothly
in the platform groove; and it won't do swept back
grinds.
However, it may be worth the price for the tip,
which I have combined with my Oneway Wolverine
system; see the attached photo. The slide
mechanism is "crude but effective". The tip has a
very fine adjustment that requires minimal
trimming to achieve a clean, flat and circular
surface on the wheel. Notice that I have rounded
the Wolverine platform to accommodate shorter

My jig using the Saber diamond tip
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CALL FOR ENTRY

Coquitlam Celebrates Canada Day
Showcase and Sell Your Work
Wednesday, July 1
2009 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

materials as well as all sales transactions. Artisans
will be provided with a designated area to present
their work. You can bring your own 10’ x 10’ tent or
rent one from the City of Coquitlam for $40.00.
Participating artisans will also be featured in event
promotion materials.

Lafarge Lake
Pinetree Way, Coquitlam

Entry Deadline: May 15, 2009 @ 4:00 p.m.
Jury Date: May 22, 2009
Notification Date: May 25, 2009

The City of Coquitlam is looking for artisans to
sell their work at Coquitlam’s 2009 Canada Day
celebration.
As part of the City’s Cultural Capital of Canada
designation, Coquitlam’s celebration will include
an artisan showcase to provide local artists with
an opportunity to promote and sell their work.

Entry Information & Guidelines:
- Open to all BC artisans
- Demonstrated competency in medium
- Must be created by the artist
- No imported goods will be considered
- Must be available “for sale” – price point will
be considered

Featured Artisans:
How to Get Involved
Email your entry information with five photos of
your work you plan to sell. Include a brief
biography, description of your art and a price list. If
you do not have access to a computer, you can
visit the Innovation Centre at 1207 Pinetree Way
and use their free access stations. Drop off the
completed entry form on this brochure and a disc
of your digital photos at the Innovation Centre by
4:00 p.m., May 15, 2009.
Featured artisans will be selected based on:
- Competency in chosen media;
- Items likely to sell at an event;
- A balanced and well-rounded selection
- Number of available spaces
You will be responsible for your display and sales

How to Enter:
- Email information to:agleave@coquitlam.ca or
-Complete the entry form and drop off or mail
your application including digital photos on a
disc to:

Amanda Gleave Tel: 604-927-6932
Leisure and Parks Services, Innovation Centre
1207 Pinetree Way, Coquitlam, BC, V3B 7Y3
What to Include
- Contact information: name, address, phone
number and email
- Five JPEG photos of your current work no
larger than 500kb @ 300dpi (send only five)
- Description of work
- Brief biography
- Price list

For further information
The website address is http://culturecoquitlam.ca (no www in front)
And/Or contact Bruce Campbell at 604-944-3028 or email: bvcampbell@telus.net
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
John Spitters - Red Cedar Burl 11.5in x 4in - Antique Oil

Maarten Meerman - Space
Telescope - Maple & Walnut

Ed Pretty
Maple-Bleach Dye Lacquer

Marco Berera - Cherry
1.25in x 2in - Lacquer

Randy Lane - Juniper
8in x 6in - CA Glue

Jim Johnson - Maple - Shellac,
Oxblood Dye; Walnut Oil, Wax
Randy Lane 8in x 6in - Wax

John Spitters - Horse Chesnut 9.5in x 3in - Antique Oil

Merv Graham - Mulberry
8in x 3.5in - Wipe-on Poly

Ace Dawson - Huron Pine Brie Wax

Bob MacGregor - Alabaster
1.25in - Kiwi Shoe Polish
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
David Sweet - Birdseye Maple
Burl - 5in x 3in - Antique Oil

Bruce Hodgson - Wet & Warped
Cherry - 10in x 9in - Tung Oil

Art Liesman -Maple Burl Acrylic Ink, Polyurethane

Ace Dawson - Eucalyptus
5in x 1.5in - Brie Wax

Murray Stewart - Elm
8in x 8in - Wax

David Sweet - Birdseye
Maple - Minwax Antique Oil
Merv Graham - Manitoba Maple
10in x 3.5in - Wipe-on Poly

David Sweet - Birdseye Maple
Antique Oil

Phill Wade - Ribbon - Lacewood Danish Oil

Doug Schop - Cherry - Tung
Oil, Wax, Leather Dye

Len Sawyer - Carved Tupelo
12in - Black Enamel
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PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE
Treen, or
Household Items

Dennis Cloutier - Quilted Maple
& Beetle Killed Pine - Tung Oil

Merv Graham - Nosta Penne 1.25in x 10in

Bill Thomas
Walnut - Carnuba Wax

Bruce Campbell’s
Collection II

Bruce Campbell’s
Collection I

Colin Delory - 5.5in x 7in Apple - Salad Bowl Finish

Colin Delory
Maple

Allan Cusworth - Birch & Maple
- Bees Wax

Maarten Meerman --Arbutus &
Walnut - Wipe on Poly

Peter McLaren
Alder & Dogwood

Kerry Deane - Cloutier- Cocobolo
- 2in x 5in - Friction Polish

Dennis Cloutier Bigleaf &
Manitoba Maple - Walnut Oil
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TURNING 101

Skills Prefected With Help From Mentors
by Gerry Vickers
On Saturday, March 28, five of our GVWG members
arrived at the Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall where
Lance Rossington led the group in turning a
Computer Brush. The goal of this session was to help
the participants learn the basic skills of woodturning
and the art of assembling parts into a useful article.
To start off the day Lance dropped a pun and then
discussed the most important topic in woodturning;
safety around the lathe and grinder. These safety tips
should become second nature to us all.
Everyone was given a piece of wood to practice the
fundamentals of woodturning; cutting beads and
coves and with different tools safely. Lance
demonstrated how to properly use each tool. Then
the participants had a hands-on opportunity to
practice these techniques while making their
computer brush, under the watchful eyes of the
mentors.
After lunch the step by step demonstration and
hands-on practice continued. Some excellent
computer brushes resulted from the days work. I
encourage all the participants to bring their finished
pieces to the next GVWG meeting for the other guild
members to see the results.
When I organize these Turning 101 sessions every
month I enjoy watching each person increase their
skills, becoming a better turner. Seeing each
participant make a project that is a little different in
design and finish gives me great satisfaction

Next Turning 101Session
April 25, 2009 at 9:00 AM

Project
Natural Edge Bowl
Sapperton Pensioners' Hall
318 Keary St.,
New Westminster
Contact Gerry Vickers at 604-463-0760
or Email gb_vickers@shaw.ca
to register, or for further information

March Session
Led by Lance Rossington
Everyone works hard to learn or perfect new skills,
with the help of the mentors. These mentors are
greatly appreciated and deserve a lot of thanks. It is
also appreciated when everyone helps with clean up
at the end of the day.
Over the years many new members, both ladies and
men, have participated in our Turning 101 sessions.
Some have now graduated to become demonstrators
for the guild.
If you are a new guild member and would like to do
some hands on turning, please come and see me for
information about a future Turning 101 session. New
turners should not be shy about attending Turning
101, as we strive to demonstrate woodturning basics.
I welcome all suggestions and will configure our
sessions to cover what is wanted.
Lance provided a little humour throughout the day to
keep things light by strategically dropping little puns
into his discussions. A special thank you goes out to
Lance Rossington for sharing his knowledge and
humour with us.
Gerry Vickers
Turning 101 Coordinator

Classifieds For Sale
NOVA DVRXP WOODTURNING LATHE - Brand
new, used only ten or twelve hours. Comes complete with chuck, live centre, set of Forester tools
and Woodcut sharpening jig. Purchase price for
the package was approximately $2500 including
taxes. Lathe is located in Mission.
Price $1800
Call:- Terry at 604-217-4973 (cell)
or Email:-terryanne@shaw.ca
Terry is not a Guild member. He contacted Ed Pretty
about offering his lathe for sale.
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
Art in the Garden Show
Saturday, May 9, 2009
UBC
Theme: Recycled and/or Downed Wood
Table Fee: $30.00
See Kerry Deane-Cloutier for further details

GVWG Officers,
Appointees
and Volunteers
PRESIDENT

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
VICE PRESIDENT

Larry Stevenson

604-940-9760

SECRETARY

Claudia Hayward

604-462-7597

TREASURER

Fred Baldwin

The Woodturners of Olympia WA 2009
“Creativity in Woodturning” Symposium
Saturday, July 25, 2009
Eric Lofstrom will begin the day with a demonstration
on woodturning basics.
Jimmy Clewes will follow Eric. Jimmy is a well-known
teacher and demonstrator in his native England as well
as here in the USA. He will be performing
demonstrations covering:
• Design, shape, form & aesthetics
• Oriental Boxes
• Turning a twist and long stem goblet, and
• Colorings
The cost for the full day is $70 for early payment. After
June 1, 2009 the cost is $80. Children under the age of
18 can register for $10 if attending with a paying adult.
Lunch is included in the cost if payment is received
before July 12
Demonstrations will start promptly at 8 a.m. and end
by 4:30 p.m. Door prize drawings will be made after the
final presentation.
Location is the Komachin Middle School located at
3650 College St. SE, Lacey, WA. 98503.
For more information or to register see http://
www.woodturnersofolympia.org/ or send payment
directly to Al Price at 4112 Teakwood Ct. SE, Lacey,
WA. 98503.
Questions may also be directed to Al at 360-791-0396
or mailto:aprice44@aol.com

604-812-4972

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Gregg Parsons
Ed Pretty
Merv Graham
Steve Kent

604-937-3275
604-533-1939
604-542-9066
604-888-5967
604-272-3525
604-937-0145

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS ADVISOR

Don Hoskins

604-939-6808

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATORS

Marco Berera
Steve Hansen
Larry Stevenson

604-274-7594
604-585-0638
604-940-9760

LIBRARIAN

Gerry Vickers

604-463-0760

FOOD CHIEF

Lance Rossington

604-462-9985

FOF COORDINATOR

Clayton MacGregor

604-430-5075

TURNING 101

Gerry Vickers

604-463-0760

NEWSLETTER

Allan Cusworth Editor 604-534-6223
acusworth@telus.net
Barry Wilkinson Publisher 604-536-6870
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Georgette McLaren
John Weir

604-533-1939
604-524-5831

WEBMASTER

Ivan Cvekic

604-275-8459

